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Have meaningful impact as an SAP Basis/Security Consultant. Join the largest insurance group

in Australia and New Zealand, we're here for you. Are you ready? YOUR ROLE We're on the

lookout for an exceptional SAP Basis/Security Consultant to oversee SAP environment

management. Your role involves providing expert support to our SAP Basis team and

systems, particularly focusing on ECC 6.0 OnPrem Oracle. You'll be responsible for incident

management, ensuring adherence to SLAs, and contributing to SAP Cloud S4

Migration/implementation. Moreover, you'll handle the day-to-day administration and

maintenance of SAP systems and collaborate closely with stakeholders across Infrastructure,

Cybersecurity, third-party vendors/partners, Platform teams, and Database Management

teams. This is a great opportunity to be a part of a fast-paced and dynamic environment.

The role is open for Sydney and Melbourne and working on a hybrid model. ABOUT YOU

We seek an SAP Basis/Security Consultant who can swiftly adapt and possesses robust

analytical capabilities, adept stakeholder management, and effective communication skills.

Additionally, the ideal candidate should have the following experience: 8+ years of expert

experience in the SAP Basis/Security domain. At least 2+ implementation/migration experience

across either Oracle/S4 HANA Cloud migration. Experienced in setting up SAP landscapes

and environments across multiple domains. Proven experiences in implementation

transports paths/ ChaRMs through Solution Manager across the system landscapes. Proven

experience in the implementation of SAP upgrade and SAP migration projects. Proven

experience in maintaining currency of SAP landscapes systems. Proven experience in setting up

and executing Data Volume Management strategies. Experience in setting up standard SAP
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Security best practices. Experience in setting up Solution Management alerting and monitoring

KPIs. Experience in SAP License management. Experience in setting up SAP

Basis/Security/Systems landscapes. Experience in planning and executing SAP systems HA/DR

failover processes. Experience Waterfall and DevOps/Agile methodologies. Proven experience

in managing SAP Oracle and SAP HANA databases. Good knowledge of one of the

operating systems (SuSe, RedHat, Windows Server, AIX). Experienced in setting up

performance management KPIs. Experienced with SAP Tuning, Troubleshooting, and

Debugging related to system performance. Covering but not limited to - SAP Performance

Monitoring / SAP Performance Tuning /Solution Manager configuration and utilization /SAP

Transport Management /Security & performance parameter management /SAP Traces and

logs /Workload balancing /SAP Correction /SAP Job maintenance (Batch tuning, improve

efficiency and runtime), SAP Database administration & tuning /SA Kernel maintenance &

optimisation /SAP Patch management / SAP data and Business Document archiving

maintenance. Start your career journey with us and click 'Apply'! Applications close Sunday,

14th April 2024. ABOUT US At IAG you are not just part of one brand, your part of a large

purpose-led trans-Tasman group called IAG, dedicated to making your world a safer place.

IAG is the largest general insurance group in Australia and New Zealand. We are also a

tech and research facility, a hub for climate change experts and a centre of resilience design. We

chat over coffee with customers, advocate for them in the corridors of Parliament and back them

up in the community when life's moments hit hardest. You'll know our brands – NRMA

Insurance, CGU, WFI, ROLLiN', AMI, NZI, and State Insurance to name a few. Together

they turn our IAG purpose of making your world safer into action by helping, supporting

ambitions and making insurance accessible. We're guided by the knowledge and voice of

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, businesses and communities. Collaborating on

Indigenous-led solutions that enable growth, develop resilience and create meaningful change.

We celebrate unique viewpoints shaped by life experiences, cultures and passions. We expand

careers, genuinely connect with community, lead with a powerful purpose and celebrate what

makes you individual. We're passionate about social issues, walk the talk on sustainability

and strive to do more than standard on things that matter, including women in senior

leadership, Indigenous empowerment and creating inclusive environments. We're proud to

be an accredited family-friendly workplace and are committed to being a safe and

supportive space for all our do this because we're ready for you. All this shows up in what we

offer: Grow your financial future with 13% superannuation as standard Access up to 50% off



personal insurance, including home and motor insurance Flexibility through a program

called MyFlex - supporting you to live life to the full Welcome Back cash bonus when

returning from parental leave Partner discounts on every day and special occasion items

Explore more InfoSec / Cybersecurity career opportunitiesFind even more open roles in

Ethical Hacking, Pen Testing, Security Engineering, Threat Research, Vulnerability

Management, Cryptography, Digital Forensics and Cyber Security in general - ordered by

popularity of job title or skills, toolset and products used - below.#J-18808-Ljbffr
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